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Welcome back to the start of 2010, term 1!  We hope you 
have had a restful break and been able to read a few non-
mathematical books. We hope you enjoy the read in this 
terms newsletter.  
A number of schools are starting back in this date 3/2/10 → 3-2-1-0, what other dates are mathematically special this year? 
Perhaps ones that will produce an additive result, e.g. 9/1/10 → 9+1=10 or a difference, e.g. 11/1/10 → 11 – 1 = 10 or a 
multiplicative one, 10/1/10 → 10×1 = 10, or perhaps exhibiting divisibility 20/2/10 → 20÷2 = 10. How many different 
equation can you make that are feature in the year 2010, is there a month that contains many of these possible correct 
mathematical statements? 
 

Great to see more people are ordering via the website. Again, this term we are offering:  

The first 10 schools to purchase via the website this term will 

receive an ‘extra something’ in their order. 
‘Back to skool’ promotions was released late November 2009 and are current until 28th February, 2010. Be quick! 
 

What’s in here! 

Included in this terms newsletter are:  

• Calculator activities for the Classpad 330+ and Casio graphic calculator 

• Worksheet for the Classpad 330 +: Basic Data collection on the ClassPad 300+ 

• Worksheet for the FX9750GA + and similar models: Approximations to Statistical Distributions  

• Term 1, 2010 pricing list. 
N.B. The Graphic Technologies Catalogue is available on request, please email us @ graph.tech@xtra.co.nz, to receive your copy. 
 

Workshop opportunities. 
Workshop opportunities, if you would like to have a workshop for teachers and or students then please make contact with 
Graphic Technologies. A large number of schools are taking up this opportunity either singularly or as a cluster of schools 
with both the graphic calculator and the ClassPad330+, to look at how the graphic calculator and CAS could impact on and 
be integrated into your classroom practices. 
 

Worksheets downloaded off  the web. 
Visit Monaco Corporation’s or  Graphic Technologies website to view and download worksheets. There are links to other 
informative mathematics education websites too. For teachers we currently offer a large number of ‘classroom ready’ 
resources available are designed primarily for the CASIO® FX9750G, FX9750G+, CFX9850GB, CFX9850GB+, 
CFX9850GC+  FX9750GA+ models of graphical calculators and the ALGEBRA 2.0. There is also a variety of activity 
sheets designed for the ClassPad300, 300+ and 330A models. All of the activities and worksheets are designed for beginners 
to advanced users of the GC and CAS. More have been added to the website since the last newsletter.  
Visit: www.monacocorp.co.nz/casio and http://graphic-technologies.co.nz. 
 

Mathematics Department Cycle [Pass it on to . . . ] 

 →  →  →  →  →  

 →  →  →  →  →  

 

Introducing...the FX9750GII CASIO Graphic calculator  

Features: Dot matrix display (128 x 64), USB port, Battery Powered and NCEA approved 
This calculator also features:  
N  Sexagesimal calculations   
N  Sexagesimal/Decimal conversions   
N  Regression analysis   
N  Binary, Octal, Hexadecimal calculations   
N  Logical operations   
N  Standard deviation   
N  Paired variables   

N  Permutation, Combination   
N  Hyperbolic, Inverse hyperbolic functions   
N  Co-ordinate transformation   
N  ENG conversion   
N  Complex number calculations   
N  Matrix calculations   
N  Integration & Differential calculations   



N  Equation calculations   
N  Exponential display   
N  Increased 64k Program memory   
N  Solve, Replay, Answer function   
N  Financial calculations   

N  Multi statements   
N  Error recovery   
N  Auto power off   
N  180 x 85 x 25mm (HxWxD)

 

EA-200 Data logger and EA-2 Motion Sensor. 
These connect to the graphic calculator or Classpads and we are offering a 40% discount on these two accessories (While 
stocks last, so be quick!). The EA200 can connect up to 7 graphic calculators or ClassPad330’s for data transfer from probes 
and motion sensor. 

CASIO MOTION SENSOR   EA200 CASIO DATA LOGGER 

Emits Ultrasonic pulses     Data Analyser  
Detects Pulses returned     Includes Temperature, Optical and  
Can connect to EA100    Voltage Probe  
      Data collection at up to 50,000 points per second  

Product 

EA-200 Data Logger            

 

EA- 2 Motion Sensor            

 

Price (exclusive GST) per unit $300.00 $300.00 

N.B. Both of these models have an RRP of $799.00. 
 

Classroom Activities. 
Last newsletter an activity was...Telephones and algebra 

Monthly rates for mobile phones. 
Name of Plan  Access fee Minutes Each additional  
   ($)  included ($) minute ($) 
Orange   17.95  0  0.73 
Green   27.95  15  0.53 
Blue   49.95  60  0.35 
Rose   75.95  150  0.35 
Which is the best plan, and over what time interval? Can you solve this problem in the GRAPH icon? 
A possible solution pathway is...Equations for the costs / minute of use: 
Orange  y = 17.95 + 0.73x   Green  y = 27.95 for 0≤ x ≤ 15 

y =  27.95 + 0.53(x – 15) for 15 ≤ x 
Blue  y = 49.95 for 0≤ x ≤ 60   Rose  y = 75.95 for 0≤ x ≤ 150 
  y = 49.95 +0.35(x – 60) for 60 ≤ x    y = 75.95 + 0.35(x – 150) for 150 ≤ x 
Price ($) y 
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The Orange and Green plans intersect  
          at t = 13.69863014 minutes.  
  50          [13min 41.92 sec]  
          Using piecewise functions. 
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CAS  Activities 

Even if your students do not have access to the ClassPad, they can still benefit from watching a 
teacher or another students  use or demonstrate activities. Their impact on the class is 
phenomenal! All you will need is a laptop or PC, data projector and the ClassPad Manager 
software. As you are writing your lesson plan, create a few short eActivities to supplement your 
lessons. Your students will gain a stronger understanding of the topic, the visual and 
kinaesthetic learners will appreciate it and the entire class can participate. The ClassPad 
Manager makes for a a great classroom tool. The differential illustrated to the left is of athe 
separation of variables type. 
 

Balancing linear equations. 
 

Tools: Using getLeft( and getRight( 
via Action → Equation 
 

Example: Solve 7x + 3 = 8 
Type in the equation and press EXE to store 
 

    
 

Now, open Action → Equation and select getLeft 
and then ans (from the math keyboard). 
 

  
Then use ans and an operation to reduce the LHS of the 
equation to x 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Now, highlight getLeft and change this command to 
getRight via Action → Equation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Move the cursor to the right of ans and press (or tap) 
EXE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now, watch the ‘chain of reasoning’ change to satisfy the 
RHS of the original equation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



 

Balancing linear equations by solving 

directly. 
Example 1: Solve 7x + 3 = 8 
Type in the equation and press EXE 
 

 
 
Use ans and an operation to reduce the LHS of the 
equation to x and the RHS of the equation will reduce to 
the required solution. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 2: Solve 3x + 5 = 8x-16 
Type in the equation and press EXE. 

 

 
 

Reduces to . . . .  

 

  
 
Watching the ‘chain of reasoning’ change to solve the 
original equation will assist in clarifying the necessity to 
‘undo’ the order of operations BEDMAS. The student can 
‘experiment’ in solving linear (or another) equation using 
the ClassPad 300 and discovering the mathematical 
techniques required.

Equations and simplifications. You can use tools like Simplify(...) and Solve(...), and as illustrated above, you 
can also do the calculations step by step. This can assist in the study of algebra a whole lot more! You can also 
interact between the algebra and geometry windows, both ways! 
 

Back up batteries [CR2032 Lithium] – it’s that time of the year again... 
Graphic calculators have a back up battery to save data if the 4 AAA batteries fail. These have a 
life span of 2-4 years. It is good practice to replace these rather than wait for them to fail also, 
particularly if you operate class sets or hire them out to students for the academic year. Graphic 
Technologies sell these batteries and will have a special pricing operating term 1 for bulk orders. 
The usual price is $3.50 each, but with orders of:  10+ will be $3.25 each: 20+ will be $3.10 

each: 50+ will be $3.00 each.
 

A website of statstical interest. 
http://onlinestatbook.com/stat_sim/  

The following applets demonstrate a variety of statistical 
events. If you are receiving this newsletter electronically 
then the titles are hyperlinked. Enjoy! 
 Mean and Median 
Demonstrates (a) the effect of skewness on the relative size 
of the mean and median, (b) the mean deviation from the 
mean, and (c) the mean squared deviation from the mean is 
less than or equal to the mean squared deviation from the  
 

 
median (or any other number). 
Concepts: central tendency, mean, median, skew, least 
squares. 

Sampling Distribution Simulation 

Specify the population distribution, sample size, and 
statistic. An animated sample from the population is shown 
and the statistic plotted. This can be repeated to estimate the 
sampling distribution. 
Concepts: sampling distribution, standard deviation, 
standard error, central limit theorem, mean, median, 
efficiency, fluctuation, skewness, normal distribution. 



Confidence Intervals 
Confidence intervals on the mean are generated from 
simulated experiments. The confidence level and sample 
size can be manipulated. 
Concepts: confidence interval, mean, standard deviation. 
Normal Approximation to the Binomial Distribution  
View the binomial distribution and the normal 
approximation to it as a function of the probability of a 
success on a given trial and the number of trials. It can be 
used to compute the binomial probabilities and normal 
approximations of these associated probabilities. 
Concepts: binomial distribution, normal distribution, central 
limit theorem, continuity correction. 
Confidence Interval on a Proportion 
The effect of the assumption that the sampling distribution 
of p is normal can be investigated by using varying N and π. 
Concepts: binomial distribution, normal distribution, central 
limit theorem, confidence interval. 
Components of r 
The slope, standard error of the estimate, and the standard 
deviation of X can all be manipulated independently to see 
the effect on the scatterplot and the r-value. 
Concepts: Correlation, slope, standard error of the estimate, 
variance, restriction of range, proportion of variance 
explained. 
Regression by Eye 
A scatterplot is displayed and you can draw in a regression 
line by hand. Then compare your line to the best least 
squares fit. 
Concepts: Correlation, regression line, mean squared error.  
A "Small" Effect Size Can Make a Large Difference  
Even a "small" effect can be important under certain 
circumstances. Applicants from two groups apply for a job. 
Manipulate a variable and see what difference between these 
two groups is made and the cut off point for hiring the 
successful applicant(s). The effects on the proportion of 
hired applicants from each group are displayed. 

Concepts: normal distribution, selection ratio, effect 
size, omega squared, proportion of variance explained. 
2 x 2 Contingency Tables 
Simulates experiments using 2 × 2 contingency tables. 
Specify the population proportions and the sample size 
and examine the effects on the probability of rejecting 
the null hypothesis. 
Concepts: chi square, continuity correction, normal 
approximation. 
Reliability and Regression Analysis  
Demonstrates how the reliability of X and Y affect 
various aspects of the regression of Y on X. 
Concepts: reliability, standard error of estimate, slope, 
correlation. 
Histograms, Bin Widths, and Cross Validation  
How a histogram is affected by bin width and starting 
point of first bin. Illustrates cross-validation criterion 
for assessing histograms. 
Concepts: histogram, bin width, cross validation, 
density estimation. 
Transformations  
How transformations can effect the relationship 
between two variables. 
Concepts: transformation, correlation, regression, 
exponential growth. 
Regression to the mean  
A simulation illustrating the regression toward the 
mean phenomenon. 
Concepts: regression, correlation, reliability, error. 
Comparing distributions  
Your response times on a simple task are recorded 
under two conditions. Various statistics and graphs are 
used to compare the distributions are presented.  
Concepts: central tendency, spread, mean, median, 
skewness.

 

A problem to finish on! 
The horse paddock problem… 
Two horse enthusiasts want to build a rectangular paddock to house their horses inside a triangle of 
intersecting roads 175, 140 and 105 meters long respectively. The long side of the paddock will be 
situated along the longest side of the triangle.  
What is the function that describes the area of this horse paddock enclosed inside the triangular roading? What is the 

maximum area of the paddock?                 On your Graphics or Classpads now! 
 

A last word! 
Well again, that’s all I can fit onto the 5 pages! Enjoy the ‘Summer-Autumn’ term! Hope to see you at some workshops or 
via this newsletter or otherwise! If you would like to contribute or have suggestions as to what you would like to have 
discussed via this medium, please do not hesitate to contact us either by snail - mail, email, website, telephone, text or fax. 
 

Derek Smith   Would you like to receive 

Graphic Technologies  this mailout electronically? 

73 Viewmont Drive  Please email your request to: 

Lower Hutt   graph.tech@xtra.co.nz 

Phone: (04) 569 1686       

Fax: (04) 569 1687       

Mobile: 027 460 2871       Website: http://graphic-technologies.co.nz 


